
About SuperStar DJ Box 

SuperStar DJ Box is a new creation, a fresh 
alternative to a Live Function Band or a Mobile 
DJ 
  
The extent to which this is such a revolutionary 
and groundbreaking alternative, is the reason 
why some people do not always immediately 
grasp the concept. Like many new ideas, it is 
challenging to effectively convey it with just a 
few words, pics and video clips. 
  
The best way to fully understand it, how 
exceptional, exciting and groundbreaking this 
new entertainment invention is, is to see and 
experience it. If you have seen it for yourself, we hope you’ll agree with us…. Not only is Superstar DJ 
Box an original alternative to other music acts that might otherwise be in consideration for your next 
event/s, it is much, much more. 

SuperStar DJ Box brings far greater excitement and impact for guests at an event, during dinner and 
dancing. It also provides unlimited bespoke and creative options and features, and can be tailored to 
incorporate the precise nature of your needs. 
 

More Details 

Designed & developed here in the UK, 
Superstar DJ Box is essentially a structure 
built of high resolution LED wall modules, 
ingeniously reformed to be a unique visual 
feature from where a DJ performs. 
  
Amongst many other features and 
capabilities, The box projects a continuous 
display of specifically designed vibrant colour 
graphics, 3D animations and video effects, 
complementing and enhancing the DJ’s 

stage show. The DJ performs within the box and is visible through a large hole at the front. 
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Our VJ and SuperStar DJ operators, both work 
and perform in conjunction with each other. The 
DJ and the music he plays as part of his set, 
both become one with the graphics and visuals, 
created by the VJ. 
  
The Superstar DJ Box is 5.12 meters wide x 
3.20 meters high, suitable for large venues and 
outdoors use. As standard, visuals can combine 
logo branding, still or video images supplied, 
and live camera feeds - all adding to the 
interactive dimension of the concept. You can 
even tweet messages direct to screen. 
  
The result, even without the many exciting add-on options, explained further below, is an original, 
exciting and inspirational experience that will have a memorable impact on all your dinner and dance 
floor guests at any corporate or private event. 

 

Unlimited Creative Additional 
Options 

The simplicity of SuperStar DJ Box is that it 
is merely an LED wall, with a hole at the 
front. The clever bit, and what gives it the 
potential to be an alternative contender to a 
traditional function band or DJ, is the 
bespoke content produced for it. It’s all 
about the music and bespoke content. 
These are some examples of what we 
mean. 

Example 1: Any SuperStar DJ Show 
SuperStar DJ Box becomes its own all-inclusive Cabaret Show. For example, 
we have produced a virtual visual experience that combines some well known 
characters, performing as a DJ, in conjunction with matching video graphics 
and animation for the DJ character. 
  
Think, how amazing it would be to have the likes of Marilyn Monroe, or Her 
Majesty The Queen taking to the decks as DJ. Margaret Thatcher could 
perform an 80s set or what about Miss Piggy - its all possible. 
  
Of course, if you prefer, you could put your own DJ in our Box. Whether your 
own DJ is SuperStar or not, have no doubt, we will make him into one 



 

Example 2: SuperStar DJ Box LIVE 
We can add a fourth, and even a fifth dimension to the Show of SuperStar DJ Box. Our own exclusive 
top class musicians can provide, as an example, any combination of improvised sax, percussion, or 
live vocals, performing from either inside the box or in front, complementing the DJ’s music and 
producing a live element to the occasion.  

Package Details 

Initial SuperStar Package is inclusive of: 
  
LED Screen 
5.1m wide by 3.2m high, in SSDJB configuration  
Booth Structure & Side Flat Panels 
Internal booth set between front & back screen in 
black fabric. Both ends of screen have a return flat to 
hide sides to SuperStar DJ Box.  
VJ Operator, Video Mixing Equipment, Media Server 
DJ & DJ Equipment  
(Decks etc) (Various options) 
Large Sound System D&B or similar 
Staging (Steel Deck set below Screen set up)  
Labour and Transport, 4 crew. 
(Accommodation required) 



 

Examples of Add-on Options 
  
Any Superstar DJ Show 
(Look Like DJ Cabaret 40 mins) 
Any Two Look Like DJ Show 
  
SuperStar DJ Box Live 
inc Sax, Percussion and Live Vocals: 
  
Live Camera Feed   
A Video Camera with operator provides a live 
feed to the VJ operator, using visuals of 
guests on the dance-floor mixed with existing 
VJ graphics, animations and video visuals.  
  
DJ Cam 
A static camera set in the booth, providing an 
additional feed mixed as part of the VJ graphics. 
  
Bespoke Content  
We can arrange bespoke visuals based on company logos, family photos and pre edited video clips 
such as entrance sequences and mini home made movies . We could also create instant edit of 
footage filmed during the occasion, to play as highlights at end of the event, eg best moments. Prices 
on request. 

 



 

Technical Details  
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A black fabric tent like structure encloses the DJ work area on the sides and ceiling between the
rear of the front window to the back screen behind the DJ work area.  A DJ Table is supplied
against the back of the window, wide enough to accomodate whatever CD/Vinyl & Mixing
equipment the DJ requires. (DJ equipment can be supplied as an additional option.) It is wide
enough to also accomodate a MC, Percussionist and/or Sax Player. 
 
The black fabric interior of the booth should be lit with floor based LED Lighting usually
provided and controlled by your own lighting provider. (Such lighting can be supplied as an
additional option).

The total size of the Superstar DJ Box is 320cm (h) x
512cm (w) and is built with an interlocking set of floor
based LED modular square panels.
 
There is a total of 40 individual panels, (8 across x 5
down) and each panel measures 64cm x 64cm. The
screen is the highest definition available for its size
(6mm pitch). Pixel resolution is 480 (h) x 768 (w)
 
As indicated in the diagrams, the eight panels which
are removed to create an open window to the DJ
working area, are repositioned on a raised steeldeck
structure behind the DJ working area, The window
size is 128cm (h) x 256cm (w)

Product Details, Dimensions, and Requirements.

The entire Superstar DJ Box requires a steeldeck stage which must be perfectly flat even, measuring approximately 500cm (w) x 250cm (deep). On this
basis there will be a minimum depth of 150cm to accomodate our DJ table and whoever the DJ is. (The Stage can be supplied as an additional option
and can be set any height preferable to the venue.)
 
Power supply required: 32amp  Three Phase without earth leakage.
 
The screen is controlled by our own VJ operator with our own video hardware and software mixing equipment and the package includes all existing
graphics, animations and video sequences that have been made especially for the screen. 
 
There are a range of additional options available to produce other effects including bespoke graphics incorporating client logo and images etc and also
live camera feeds so the VJ can mix the feed with existing graphics and effects.

5.12 x 3.20 meters
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